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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I would like to thank the large number of you who so kindly responded to my recent letter
regarding the necessary changes within our Club. In the main, these were highly supportive and
have encouraged our committee to exert maximum effort in order to secure the future of our
Club.

On the financial front, our new Treasurer has instigated a far more robust system of control and
regular reporting and he will be sending a statement to all members once the year-end accounts
have been completed.

Volunteer needed to assist with promotions
We urgently need assistance to help with promotions and marketing and we would welcome
anyone who would like to contribute in this vital area. If you are interested then please contact
our secretary, Ian Slater: iw.slater@ntlworld.com

Email addresses
As a major means of communication, it is very important for us to have as complete a list of
members’ email addresses as possible. If you have not yet sent us yours - or if you have not yet
received any recent email communication from us, please email your address to:
margaretmurphy567@gmail.com

Standing orders
For those who pay their membership subscription by standing order, please make the
necessary change to reflect the new increased rates. These apply from 1st January 2019 and
are £25 single or £35 joint membership.

Club website
Have you recently looked at our website? It contains all the latest news of planned events and
it’s your sole means of accessing Harmony magazine. The website address is:
www.musicclublondon.com

Future events
Many of the responses to my recent letter indicated a wish for more “out of London” events,
Aldeburgh being a prime example. I have been in recent discussion with Mastersingers and I
am pleased to report that they are planning, in conjunction with Opera Cameratina, a further
three day musical and operatic weekend in Aldeburgh. Please pencil 24th to 26th April 2020 into
your diary. Further details will follow in due course.

On behalf of our Committee, may I take this opportunity to wish all of our
members a very pleasant festive season and a highly musical New Year!

Michael Bousfield
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SIEGFRIED ACT II
Sung in Andrew Porter's celebrated translation

A WORKSHOP WITH SIR JOHN TOMLINSON
2pm to 6pm Saturday 12th January 2019
Rivercourt Methodist Church, King St, Hammersmith (Opposite Ravenscourt Park )
Admission: A minimum donation of £10 per head. (Cheques payable to Mastersingers)
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
6pm Thursday 24th January

JOHN RUTTER’S REQUIEM
St Stephen’s Church, 39 Walbrook EC4 8BN
( Bank: 2 mins)
Oakhan School Chamber Choir
Brandenburg Sinfonia
Conductor: Peter Davies

Immediately behind the Mansion House, the church of St Stephen, Walbrook has an interior that
is one of Sir Christopher Wren’s masterpieces. The beautiful circular dome, 63 feet high and
carried by eight arches supported on Corinthian columns, was wrecked by bombs in 1941, but
finely restored in 1954. The stone lion with its carved wood cover, the fine carved pulpit and
elaborate sounding-board and the altar rails are of Wren’s time, but the combined organ and
doorcase at the west end were introduced in 1765. On the north wall is a painting of the
martyrdom of St Stephen by the American artist, Benjamin West.
In a world where so many composers believe music is no longer primarily about melody, John
Rutter stands out as someone who defiantly bucks that trend. Nowhere is this more evident
than in his glorious Requiem. Composed in 1985, the work is reminiscent of Fauré’s Requiem
for its simplicity, its brevity and its rich choral writing. The gloriously pure Pie Jesu is a real
highlight, as is the Requiem Aeternam which opens the work. Rutter’s Requiem thoroughly
earns its status as one of the most popular compositions of recent times.
The concert lasts approximately one hour without an interval.
Marjorie Wilkins will book a table at a nearby restaurant for after the concert
so please let us know if you would like to join us for a meal.
Tickets: £14
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
11.30am Sunday 27th January
Wigmore Hall, 36 Wigmore Street, W1U 2BP

BORODIN QUARTET
With Michael Collins, clarinet
Prokofiev
Mozart

String Quartet No. 2 in F Op.92
Clarinet Quintet in A K581

Written during a period of evacuation in 1941, in his Second Quartet Prokofiev made use of folk
material from the area of Kabardino-Balkaria, even imitating the sound of the kamancheh, a
Caucasian stringed folk instrument, in the slow movement.
The Quintet for Clarinet and Strings is Mozart's only completed clarinet quintet and is one of the
earliest and best-known works written especially for the instrument. It remains to this day one of
the most admired of the composer's works.
The Borodin Quartet is one of the world's longest-lasting string quartets, having marked its 70thanniversary season in 2015. Although it has seen many personnel changes in its lifespan, all
quartet members have been graduates of the Moscow Conservatory.

Professor of Clarinet at the Royal College of Music, Michael Collins is one of the most complete
musicians of his generation. With a continuing, distinguished career as a soloist, he has in
recent years also become highly regarded as a conductor and in 2010 took the position of
Principal Conductor of the City of London Sinfonia. Recent guest conducting and play-directing
highlights have included engagements with the Philharmonia Orchestra, Academy of St Martin
in the Fields, Ulster Orchestra, and the Hyogo Performing Arts Center Orchestra in Japan.
Tickets: £14
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
7.30pm Thursday 14th February
Cadogan Hall, 5 Sloane Terrace SW1X 9DQ

VALENTINE’S DAY OPERA GALA
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Conductor: Gad Kadosh
Soprano:
Elin Pritchard
Tenor:
Samuel Sakker

For one night only, allow yourself to be swept off your feet for an evening of passion and drama
from the world of opera. This Valentine’s Day Gala concert brings you outstanding overtures,
poignant arias and exquisite duets from some of the world’s favourite operas, all beautifully
performed within the intimate surroundings of Cadogan Hall.
The programme will include music from: La Bohème
Tosca
Madame Butterfly
La Traviata
Gianni Schicchi
Rigoletto
Carmen
Rosalka
The Merry Widow
Manon Lescaut
Video links:
Elin Pritchard:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMpWzy5h16Y

Samuel Sakker:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=BdFjlptyJXs

Tickets: £16 (including complimentary programme)
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
1.30pm Saturday, 23rd February
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden

Principals: Femu Kaneko and Cesar Corrales
Petipa choreographed the central romantic roles of Basilo and Kitri in Don Quixote with Russian
classical brilliance and style. These remain wonderful showcases for the leading dancers of
today’s Royal Ballet, especially in Carlos Acosta’s production. This vibrant staging brings
together the whole company in such roles as exuberant villagers, passionate gypsies and even
fantasy flowers. The story follows Don Quixote’s picaresque journey to do deeds in honour of
his imaginary noble lady Dulcinea. Sunny, charming, funny and touching Don Quixote is a
ballet as full of uplifting emotion as it is of astonishing ballet technique.

Tickets: £33
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
7pm Monday, 4th March
Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Silk Street EC2Y 8DT

Conductor: Dominic Wheeler
Director;
Martin Lloyd-Evans
Guildhall School’s award-winning Opera department presents Benjamin Britten’s charming
interpretation of Shakespeare’s magical tale of lovers, fairies and comic mix-ups, one of the
most popular of all 20th-Century operas.

Britten’s score characterises the various groups in the action with strongly differentiated
musical colours: the bright, percussive sounds of harps, keyboards and percussion for
the fairy world, warm strings and wind for the pairs of lovers, and lower woodwind and
brass for the mechanicals.
This opera must be counted as one of the most successful operatic adaptations of a
Shakespeare play. It is possibly the most beguiling and enchanting of all Britten's
operas, a work with a spellbinding atmosphere that inhabits a unique, dreamlike world.
Tickets £15
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
7.30pm Saturday, 9th March
Queen Elizabeth Hall, Southbank

AN EVENING WITH DAME DIANA RIGG
Delve into Dame Diana Rigg’s career, which has spanned much-loved roles from The Avengers’
Emma Peel to Lady Oleanna Tyrell in Game of Thrones, in an evening of discussion with writer
and broadcaster Edward Seckerson.

Tickets £25
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
2.30pm Thursday, 28th March
Sadler’s Wells Theatre, Rosebery Avenue, EC1R 4TN

NORTHERN BALLET: VICTORIA

Passion, tragedy, fierce devotion. Victoria tells the astounding life story of Queen Victoria
through the eyes of her youngest child and lifelong companion Beatrice. Travelling back in time
from Victoria’s death bed, Beatrice relives her memories of her mother as a secluded widow
before discovering her anew as she transcribes the Queen’s intimate diaries.
From the accession of the teenage princess Victoria, Beatrice uncovers her mother’s
challenging relationship with her own mother; the truth about her passionate marriage to Prince
Albert; and her ambiguous relationship with John Brown; as well as key events of her reign from
the Opium Wars to the Great Exhibition. Wife, mother, lover, Empress; Victoria presents the
various, often conflicting faces of this emblematic monarch, and shows how an act of daughterly
devotion became one of history’s most notorious revisions
Queen Victoria’s irrepressible love for Albert sparked a royal dynasty, but his untimely death
brought the world’s most powerful woman to her knees with grief. Victoria features dramaturgy
by Uzma Hameed and an original score by Philip Feeney.
Northern Ballet’s reputation for outstanding narrative works has been sealed by their
sensational streak of award-winning and critically acclaimed productions. Following the success
of her adaptations of Jane Eyre and Ethan Frome, Cathy Marston’s new ballet reveals the life of
one of history’s most intriguing women.
Tickets: £25.60
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
6.15pm Tuesday, 2nd April
Cinema 2 Barbican (Enter via Beech Street)

LA FORZA DEL DESTINO
Relayed live from the Royal Opera House

Christof Loy directs a star-studded cast of singers, including Anna Netrebko, Jonas Kaufmann
and Christopher Maltman in Verdi’s epic opera relayed live from the Royal Opera House in a
staging from Amsterdam packed with colour and action. Christopher Loy, continues his
partnership with conductor Antonio Pappano for this performance of an opera that demands the
very best of singers and the fullest theatrical treatment for its story of bitter revenge across the
years.
La forza del destino is one of Verdi's most ambitious scores. Its overture - which introduces us
to the sinister motif signifying Fate - is one of his most memorable. The opera also contains
some of Verdi’s most brilliant choral writing, including Act III’s stirring ‘Rataplan’ chorus, and
several beautiful and intimate arias such as Leonora's ardent Act IV 'Pace, pace mio Dio!'.
There's comedy too with the scenes for the greedy monk Fra Melitone. Christof Loy's colourful
and spectacular production reflects the kaleidoscopic nature of Verdi's opera, where intense
personal dramas play out against a background of war, and in which religion plays an
ambiguous role.
Distinct from opera in the theatre, the close-ups on a live cinema relay make you feel you're on
stage with the singers. At the same price for a ticket in the amphitheatre at the back of Covent
Garden you can feel as if you're in the best seat in the house.
Tickets: £21
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019

THE MERCHANT TAYLORS’ HALL
10.20 for 10.30am Friday 18th January 2019
30 Threadneedle Street, EC2R 8JB
Bank

The Merchant Taylors’ Company is one of the Great Twelve livery companies of the City of
London and was granted its first Charter in 1327. Its most lucrative activities in medieval times
were the making of tents and the padded linen tunics worn under armour. In due course it
became the inspecting authority for the measures used in the selling of cloth in the City and at
fairs.
The Company nowadays has no links with the trade but is a charitable institution with a
particular interest in education, awarding exhibitions and scholarships at Oxford and Cambridge
and other educational establishments and governing Merchant Taylors’ School at Northwood
and other Merchant Taylors’ schools across the country, as well as almshouses in Lewisham.
The Hall has stood on its present site, acquired in 1331, since it was built in the mid-14th
Century. It is reputed to be the scene of the first singing of the National Anthem in 1607. It lost
its roof and interior in the Great Fire of London and was restored by Edward Jarman, re-opening
in 1671. It was again damaged in 1940 but the main rooms survived.
Tea and coffee will be served from 10.30am.
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch in the area afterwards.
Tickets: £16 members, £18 guests
Ann Archbold will accompany the group. Please apply to Mrs Jean Lines on the application form
which is mailed out with the newsletter, leaving the amount blank and stating an upper limit.
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019
Thursday 7th March, at 10.50 for 11am

GUIDED WALK: A BAKER’S DOZEN
Meet at Monument Underground Station

In Medieval times trade and craft guild members tended to group and operate in specific areas
of the City, and the bakers clustered in the Tower Hill area.
Join Ann Archbold, a qualified London City guide, for a walk of about an hour and a half.
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch in the area after the walk.
Tickets: £9 members, £10 guests.
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Music Club of London Programme: January to April 2019

DIARY
JANUARY
Friday

18th

10.30am

The Merchant Taylors’ Hall

Thursday

24th

6pm

John Rutter’s Requiem: St Stephen’s Church

Sunday

27th

11.30am

Borodin Quartet: Wigmore Hall

FEBRUARY
Thursday

14th

7.30pm

Valentine’s Day Opera Gala: Cadogan Hall

Saturday

23rd

1.30pm

Don Quixote, Royal Opera House

MARCH
A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Guildhall School of Music

Monday

4th

7pm

Thursday

7th

10.50/11am City walk: A Baker’s Dozen

Saturday

9th

7.30pm

An Evening with Dame Diana Rigg: Queen Elizabeth Hall

Thursday

28th

2.30pm

Northern Ballet: Victoria: Sadler’s Wells Theatre

APRIL
Tuesday

2nd

6.15pm

Cinema relay: La Forza del Destino, Barbican
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MCL YOUNG MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR COMPETITION 2019
We are looking for prize-giving sponsors
In 2017 the Music Club of London hosted a most successful first competition for Young
Musicians, which attracted over 50 applicants of very high quality. MCL is now considering
whether to hold the competition again in September 2019. This will not happen without a
significant number of donating benefactors.

Competitors could be of any nationality and from 10 to 30 years old. Any solo instrument or
voice will be eligible. The entrants will perform music of their own choice for 10 to 20 minutes in
front of a panel of three professional judges.

As before: the first prize will be £1000, second prize £500 and third prize £250.

Donors are being sought to contribute money towards the awards
and the cost of mounting the competition.

It is suggested that such contributions should be for a minimum of £100 but we are hoping for
donations of £500 each.

Individuals might wish to sponsor additional prizes which could be in a category of their own
specification (for example: under 18s, or trumpet, or strings, or percussion, or tenors, or piano).
These additional prizes could be in their own name, or in memory of someone, or anonymously.

Please contact Robert Mansell
07983 344 953
robertmansell@gmail.com
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Alkan, Liszt, Mahler, Schubert, Richard Strauss and Wagner
Societies

Joint Societies Dinner Recital 2019
6pm Tuesday 15th January 2019
Lancaster Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace, London W2 3EL

Performers
Gabriella Noble, soprano
Caroline Taylor, soprano (Winner of the Kennedy Strauss Award, 2018)
Leslie Howard, piano
Mark Viner, piano

Charles Valentin Alkan:
Gustav Mahler
Franz Schubert:
Richard Strauss:
Richard Wagner

Programme
Piano Sonata, Op 33 ‘Quasi-Faust’ (Mark Viner)
Catherine Taylor & Leslie Howard
Catherine Taylor & Leslie Howard

The concert will commence promptly at 6pm and will be followed by dinner at 7.30.
Prosecco will be served from 5.15 but please ensure you arrive no later than 5.55.
Cost: £45 per person
Contact
Tickets: Nigel Coles (Treasurer, Richard Strauss Society):
Information: Andrew Neill (Chairman, Richard Strauss Society):
17

nc64rss@outlook.com
andrew@theneills.com

MCL Visit: 24th July 2018

Jenny Constance

On one of the hottest days of the year a hardy group of MCL members met at Burlington House,
Piccadilly, for a tour of The Society of Antiquaries. It was a fascinating experience. The Society
is a Fellowship of over 3,000 cultural heritage professionals from Great Britain and across the
world, all experts in their knowledge of the material past, be it archaeology, 18 th Century bookbinding or Victorian folk jewellery. Mary Beard, Simon Schama and Lucy Worsley are among
the eminent list of members. Fellows of the Society are elected by secret ballot and have to be
proposed by five or more existing Fellows by means of a certificate known as a Blue Paper.
There are 12 members of the Council and they are elected from the Fellowship. Until the middle
of the 19th Century the Society was often seen by Fellows as the most appropriate place to
deposit antiquities and pictures.
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The Society was founded in 1707 by John Talman, John Bagford and Humphrey Wanley, who
met at the Bear Tavern in the Strand every Friday evening “by six of the clock upon the pain of
forfeiture of six pence”. From 1717 the Society was “refounded”, as some Society documents
describe it, at the Mitre Tavern, Fleet Street, and there is a continuous series of minutes from
then until the present day. The minute books of the Ordinary Meetings are still completed in
manuscript.
In 1736 the Society was presented with an iron battle mace to be laid on the table before the
President at meetings. This practice continues today at special meetings, though a silver mace
has been substituted; a cocked hat is also place on the table.
A Royal Charter was granted in 1757 and it was at that time that the role of the Society was
defined and its basic structure of governance, with the annual election of Officers and
Councillors on St George’s Day (23rd April).
In 1780 the Society’s Royal Patron, King George III, granted the Society rooms at Somerset
House, but in 1874, with increased pressure on space, the Society moved to its present home,
a suite of Grade II listed apartments in Burlington House, Piccadilly. The apartments are the
least altered of all the other learned premises at Burlington House, the Entrance Hall, Meeting
Room and Library being largely in their original form. Gasoliers originally hung in the Library and
stained glass covered the ceiling but this has been replaced with clear glass.
The promotion of study and knowledge is supported by a library, museum collections at
Burlington House and Kelmscott Manor, grants, publications and public programming.
The Museum collection holds 50,000 objects, of which 400 are on loan. They range from
prehistory, classical, medieval antiquities, seal matrices and impressions, paintings and items
relating to the history of the Society, and provide a resource for researchers from around the
world. Special items include a bronze medieval processional cross from the site of the Battle of
Bosworth (1485), the Thomas à Becket casket as well as an outstanding group of early panel
paintings.
The library is the largest antiquarian library in the country. It holds 120,000 books housed in two
galleries, and 3,000 current and historic journal titles, manuscripts, archives, prints and
drawings. The 12th Century Winchester Domesday Book, still in its original binding, the Lowther
collection of Civil War tracts and the Fairholt collection on Pageantry, with archives of the
Society of Dilettanti and the Roxburghe Club, are some of the treasures held by the Society.
There is also an exquisite collection of children’s almanacs (books) from the late 18th to the
early 19th Century on display. Kelmscott Manor, the Society’s other property (the former
Cotswold home of William Morris) holds a collection of Victorian Arts and Crafts pieces of
international importance.
Anthony Davis, a Fellow and Trustee of the Society, proved an erudite guide and our visit came
to an end all too soon. Our thanks go to Ann Archbold for organising the visit.Subscribe to Sal

SALON: The Society of Antiquaries of London Online Newsletter is a fortnightly digest of news
from the heritage sector. It focuses on the activities of the Society and the contribution that the
Society's Fellows make to public life. Like the intellectual salons of 18th and 19th Century
Europe, it aims to amuse and to stimulate debate as well as to inform. http://eepurl.com/vsW-b
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DIE WALKÜRE WORKSHOP WITH KEITH WARNER
National Opera Studio, 6th October 2018
Roger Lee
“Wherever you hide in the hills to escape the eyes of your wife, I will seek you out.” With this
warning Fricka opens the confrontation with Wotan in Die Walküre which is one of the great
turning points of The Ring. With Keith Warner’s production of The Ring running at the Royal
Opera House the time was right for The Music Club of London and The Mastersingers to
collaborate with Warner himself in an exploration of the dramatic possibilities of this scene.

Reminding us of Wagner’s statement that performers who do not feel the aims of his dramas
could only misunderstand their purpose, Keith Warner explained how important the history of
the characters is in rehearsing. “This scene is between people who already have burdens of
characterisation on their backs. But then, they are the ruling class. (In The Crown what pulled
the Queen and Philip together was that they had a kingdom to rule.) Written a good 30 years
before Ibsen and 50 years before Chekov, Wagner’s text is full of psychological detail. It is this
which drives the music.”
With maestro Kelvin Lim at the piano the
role of Fricka was sung by Verena Gunz
and that of Wotan by Paul Carey Jones
who had the job of covering all three
Wotan roles for the Royal Opera House
production. Paul admitted to being
slightly sceptical beforehand regarding
the “masterclass” format. “Doing a first
rehearsal in front of an audience was
slightly weird to start with, but once we
got cracking that disappeared very
rapidly, and it was hugely rewarding, as
any rehearsal with Keith is.”
20

At an early stage Keith Warner shared a novel idea with the audience: “Why not do a Ring in
the round? I dream of touring it with two pianos!” Paul Carey Jones told me, given that Keith
clearly had his in-the-round concept in mind, the audience being there was a useful guide to
sight-lines etc from the singers’ point of view: “I thought it was an interesting challenge.”

Paul’s verdict on the event was that it worked really well. “Keith handled it superbly. He had a
clear vision of what he wanted, and of course he's got such a wealth of knowledge of the
subject to draw on that I could have quite happily just listened to him talk for three hours. That's
very much the kind of inspiring thing you'd get from him in a production talk on Day 1 of
rehearsals.”
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REHEARSAL ORCHESTRA / MASTERSINGERS: SIEGFRIED ACT II
Henry Wood Hall: 21st October 2018
Katie Barnes
Photography: Roger Lee
The Rehearsal Orchestra marked its 50th anniversary with a weekend workshop on Siegfried
Act II, conducted by Tony Legge, son of the Orchestra's founder, which ushered in a whole new
crop of singers for the Mastersingers.
Elliot Goldie, who impressed so much at last year's workshop on the
Todesverkündigung scene in Die Walküre, gave further notice of his
enormous promise. I am a little concerned that he keeps pushing that
huge, splendid voice to its limits when he doesn't need to (when he did
sing at less than forte the sound was beautiful), but if he can conquer
that tendency we could well have a new Heldentenor on the block.
I was also particularly impressed by Freddie Tong,
whose noble voice was almost too aristocratic for
Alberich but who gave the Nibelung's rages plenty of
force and bite. He, too, occasionally pushed his
voice to its limit, but in a good way. Jonathan
Finney, a seasoned Siegfried, gave Mime bags of
character with every word and note as clear as a
bell. His final scene of duplicity was played dead
straight until he let himself go with a snarl on lassen.
A delight. I was pleased that both Nibelungs
understood the importance of really singing their
roles, without barking or whining.
Pauls Putnins, singing with great elegance as a properly ironic, laid-back Wanderer, brought out
the dark splendour of the music, especially in a beautifully expansive Alles ist nach seiner Art.
Paul Goodwin-Groen's slightly rough bass was ideally suited to the gruff dragon. His first
pronouncements were heavy with sleep, full of cavernous yawns, contrasting with Fafner's
subsequent rage at the sheer insolence of his sword-bearing snack and the nobility of his
passing.
Perhaps due to the hall's full acoustic Claire Egan's high colouratura sounded fuller of voice
than is usual for the Woodbird, but every word and note was spot on.

Jonathan Finney

Paul Goodwin-Groen
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Claire Egan

As ever, I remain astounded by the Rehearsal Orchestra's ability to reach such a high standard
in a short space of time, aided by Legge's experience, wisdom and wit ("Siegfried should sound
more grumpy when Mime's relaxed. Why didn't he check both of you into a hotel?!") this Act
gives huge challenges to certain sections of the orchestra, especially Fafner's snarling brass
and soft twittering of the Forest Murmurs, where I could see in my mind's eye the shifting light of
the sun shining through the branches. Perhaps appreciating that this Act does not test some
sections, such as the strings, at the end of the rehearsal session he suddenly said, "Let's do the
start of Act III!", and they quite spontaneously cut loose on a scorching, seething rendition which
took my breath away. I don't even know whether they had rehearsed it!

Pauls Putnins
In the break between the rehearsal and the run-through, two awards were announced by
Anthony Negus. The Peter West award, presented by Karen West in memory of her late father,
for many years the Mastersingers' photographer, went to Pauls Putnins, and Anthony Negus
announced that the Carole Rees Award for 2019 will go to to Julian Close, who started his
Wagnerian career at Longborough, has already sung Fasolt and Fafner at the Met, and will be
Fafner and Hunding in the next Longborough Ring. He is currently singing Fafner in Montreal,
but sent a letter which was read out to the audience in which he stated how "incredibly enabling"
it is to receive the award, both in financial terms and because it shows that audiences believe in
him. "I know I can do this!".

Julian Close
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HISTORIC LUCCA, LE CINQUE TERRA
AND THE PUCCINI FESTIVAL OF OPERA
8th to 13th August 2018
Erica Fitzpatrick

23 members of the Music Club of London flew off to Lucca for the Puccini Festival of Opera at
Torre del Lago, arranged impeccably, as ever by Bryan Suitters, to whom we are most grateful.
It was even hotter in Lucca than it had been in London, but in the vast arena (seating around
3,500) on the shores of the lake, as darkness fell, it was cooler and very peaceful. The operas
began at 9.30 and ended around midnight. it was quite magical to sit beneath the stars,
especially in Tosca!
Madame Butterfly had minimal scenery of three giant rounded pebbles in the first scene
(despised and derided by some critics) and huge concrete pillars in the second act. In my
opinion it resulted in a serious loss of sound from both singers and orchestra, with the
harmonies floating out over the lake, so that it was hard for the audience to feel involved. In a
smaller space there could have been more emotional engagement, especially as there were
mostly only two or three singers (and a small boy) on this vast stage, which really needed a
more intimate space.
Tosca was incomparably better, both in terms of the singing and the involvement in the drama.
It really was the highlight of our trip. The scenery was (inevitably) conventional with the church,
the palace, and the Castel Sant'Angelo, but it was executed in a detailed and grand scale,
which definitely improved the sound enormously. The huge flats were effective in bouncing the
sound towards the audience and were moved by cranes! Tosca was a tall and powerful figure,
passionate in her love, jealousy and determination and Scarpia was suitably evil ( though
without any surtitles, it was less gripping without the detail of his desires). Cavaradossi sang a
most moving aria 'E lucevan de stelle' from a semi- supine position after a scene of gratuitous
cruelty from the guards and soldiers.
Lucca is a most beautiful walled city, set in the Ligurian/Tuscan borders. Our visit began with a
flying start, on a day trip by boat, to the Cinque Terre. These villages can be reached by train,
but arriving by water gave an extra dimension. We called in at all four villages accessible from
the sea (Corniglia is perched on cliffs) and disembarked twice: at Porto Venere, and for lunch in
Monterosso.
In Lucca itself there were many delights to fill our free time: beautiful churches, a splendid range
of restaurants, bars and cafes, boutiques of trendy and traditional clothes, and kitchen and
home wares. I dined in "Puccini", and "Turandot", had coffee in "Butterfly" and went twice to "Il
Tabarro".
Puccini's birthplace, now a fascinating museum, had photographs, portraits, letters and cards
relating to the maestro. Countries far and wide, from Europe to South America had sent
messages of appreciation of his work. There were also costumes of the heroines of his operas Mimi in the garret, Madame Butterfly, Tosca, La Fanciulla and Turandot. All Puccini's women
seem to live, and die for love - whether caught, as victims, in impossible social situations, or as
strong, independent women prepared to sacrifice themselves for their lovers. One of the most
moving of the exhibits was a programme for the music of his funeral in Milan, with extracts from
Le Villi, La Fanciulla del West and Turandot.
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Members of the group went walking on the walls of Lucca or swimming at Viareggio, or visiting
the Botanic Gardens, the markets or taking a day trip to Pisa. There is an opera recital every
day in the church of San Goivanni, always including some of Puccini's music. In the cathedral of
San Martino is one of the most beautiful effigies in the world: that of Ilaria del Carretto, who died
at 26 in childbirth, sculpted by Jacopo dells Quercia. There was also an excellent exhibition
linking Puccini to other visual arts of the period through his friends and contacts such as the
Italian Impressionists, realists and modernists and even his scenery, and poster designers.
Puccini was not a child prodigy, and though he came from a family of cathedral organists and
composers, it was only at age 18 when he walked the 20 miles to Pisa to hear Verdi's Aida, that
he was inspired by music, specifically opera. His first works (Le Villi and Edgar) did not meet
with great success, but with his faithful business partner and great supporter, Ricordi, and with
the librettists, Illica and Giacosa, and with better plots, Puccini rapidly became the most famous
living composer of his day. Soon after he acquired his house at Torre del Lago, his operas
Manon Lescaut and La Boheme premiered in Turin, followed by Tosca in Rome in 1900, and
Madame Butterfly in Milan in 1904. His reputation was sealed by the premier of La Fanciulla del
West at the Metropolitan Opera in New York in 1910.
After this, Puccini had lost both his business partner and his main librettists but was determined
to recapture his success. Neither La Rondine nor Il Tritico quite reached to same glory but his
final (unfinished) opera Turandot, influenced by oriental exoticism, and with many moving
moments, especially the death of Liu, and the unforgettable aria Nessun dorma confirmed his
status.
I think all of us in the group must have returned with our heads full of the music of the most
performed opera composer in the world!
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Giacomo Meyerbeer: A Critical Life and Iconography
Robert Ignatius Letellier
Paul Dawson-Bowling

This is a remarkable book, a groundbreaking book, a great book,
an essential book for anybody with an interest in classical music
or European high culture during the 19th Century. For too long
Meyerbeer has languished in limbo, a shadowy figure eclipsed
and outshone by Richard Wagner. It was not ever thus. In the
mid 19th Century there was an accepted consensus that whereas
music’s Rafael was Mozart, its Michelangelo was Meyerbeer.
Meyerbeer, not Beethoven, was music’s supreme icon.

How are the mighty fallen! How many people reading this review could hum or remember a
single phrase of Meyerbeer? Once a titan in his own right whose position in opera and even
music itself seemed impregnable, he has subsided into a footnote, a minor planet which begins
to glimmer only when its orbit draws closer towards the sun of Wagner. Robert Letellier,
probably the world’s supreme authority on Meyerbeer, draws attention to some of the reasons
for this decline in the opening chapter of this book, which makes it one of its most fascinating.
However the chapter’s title: The Sources, does it less than justice because it actually deals with
so much more. It provides a masterly account of Meyerbeer’s Jewish origins, his operatic
methods, his achievements and his burgeoning status. It reveals his ‘omnivoracious’ attitude to
other music and to literature; it uncovers his relationships with singers, critics and the press; it
discusses his own non-operatic creations and his family life; it sets out Meyerbeer’s mindboggling capacity for hard work and for taking infinite pains; it enters the toxic waters of the
antisemitism which always damaged him, both in life and forever afterwards, and it does so
much else.
Above all, it sets the scene for the book’s central narrative: its account of Meyerbeer’s life. This
account is meticulously laid out year by year, making it easy to pick it up at repeated intervals
and yet keep a clear grip on its direction. Its many fascinating footnotes are just that, not
irritating end notes which are awkward to access. As a whole, this account possesses a special
authenticity because the author draws constantly on the sequence of Meyerbeer’s extraordinary
diaries; indeed his extensive extracts both provide a structure and allow Meyerbeer to speak for
himself. At the same time Letellier weaves rich garlands of supporting and clarifying detail
around his central narrative. The range of his sources is wide indeed, revealing a depth of
scholarship extending far beyond Meyerbeer. Not that there is anything over-scholarly or
desiccated about his account. Throughout this biography the figure of Meyerbeer is not only
sensitively drawn, but three dimensional and alive. His person grows ever more vivid until he
stands steadily and strongly before us, glowing with humanity and human appeal, something
that would not have been possible without a corresponding humanity in the author’s personal
touch. The result is a remarkable record of a remarkable man.
Even without Meyerbeer’s music, Letellier’s book leaves no doubt that an extraordinary creative
force has been treated unjustly. Operas of such repute as Le Prophête must amount to more
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than farragos of musical rubbish, technical incompetence and audience tedium – which is what
his detractors have virtually maintained. Le Prophête provides corroboration for Meyerbeer’s
standing and repute, the evidence coming from the circumstances of its premiere. Even in
anticipation, expectations had run so high that the French Parliament did not meet on that
celebrated evening, April 16th 1849, because the deputies, the members, were all going to be
away at the Opera. They had individually booked out the grand tier and all the boxes. The event
itself was a sensation both artistically and commercially. It made the Paris Opera 10.000 francs,
a sum unique for a single performance. It also brought Meyerbeer 19.000 francs, another
record, along with a golden wreath. In addition he was appointed soon afterwards to the Legion
d’honneur, and his opera was hailed as the opera of the century, perhaps of all time. It went on
to play in 30 different opera houses within a twelvemonth, and for comparison Die
Meistersinger, whose premiere was Wagner’s greatest success, was taken up in the following
year by a mere eight.
Ernest Newman had nothing but contempt for Le Prophête, and nothing provoked him to greater
scorn than its chorus on roller skates, but Meyerbeer left nothing to chance over ensuring
success, and this was all part of the Paris Opera’s astonishing ability to provide him with a
spectacle and suspend disbelief as he hoped. Audience members at the time were thrilled and
amazed to see a snowbound landscape on stage and the chorus/ballet apparently skating and
gliding across it. There were other coups de theatres, above all the sun rising on this same
scene. It had a blinding brightness that was previously beyond experience anywhere, as it was
produced by a newly developed arc lamp.
Meyerbeer’s attention to every circumstance went as far as feasting the critics at dinners and
providing some of them with financial subsidies. Although Letellier demonstrates that the extent
of these has been grossly exaggerated, the fact of them remains; but I would add in support of
Meyerbeer that this was not moral turpitude, because different standards applied. There is a
revealing parallel with my parents who found it hard to accept the different standards prevalent
in India. There the willingness of civil servants to offer related jobs to family members was
viewed as admirable, the expression of kindred loyalty and not culpable nepotism.
Talleyrand provided another illustration of different standards that was closer to Meyerbeer’s
own time. Just 50 years earlier, as Napoleon’s right hand man, he insisted that food was an
aspect of diplomacy, but his legendary hospitality could never have been funded by his
statesman’s salary alone, substantial though that was; the assumption and expectation were
that he would take sweeteners from foreign and domestic agents hoping to do business. Even if
the terms of such transactions have always seemed outrageous to Britons and North Germans
with their rigorous Protestant ethic, the Jewish Meyerbeer and the critical fraternity of Paris
seem to have understood each other.
The illustrations are agreeably copious but often too small, and another failing of the book is its
dimensions, less than full size and not of the standard proportions that fit in easily with other
books on a bookshelf. And why such small print?
No matter; these quibbles matter little in such a splendid biography. It is likely to set the
standard for years and is infinitely worth acquiring. It reveals a great musician who was also a
remarkable businessman and ended his life piled high with honours, glory and riches. He
emerges as kind and tolerant; indeed, he was a much-loved man. His genius, which should be
accepted as such, can be savoured on recordings, and perhaps his time will come. Sixty years
ago, Mahler was the Jewish composer whose creations were allegedly farragos of musical
rubbish, technical incompetence and longwinded tedium for audiences, but his time has indeed
come. Possibly, or even probably, Meyerbeer will soon follow Mahler out into the sunlight –
likewise to remain there forever.
Giacomo Meyerbeer: A Critical Life and Iconography (473pp) Cambridge Scholars Publishing
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